Empowering the non-profit world with Microsoft Azure

The Challenges
- Expand delivery of internally developed custom software apps and maintain control of internal IT resources
- Migrate internally developed commercial applications to the public cloud
- Develop a series of assessments and action plans to enable transition to Microsoft Azure

The Solutions
- CTP created a Cloud Business Office (CBO) and provided a Minimum Viable Cloud (MVC) enablement to drive Azure consumption
- The CBO defined the governance office and assessed the readiness to operate effectively in the cloud
- Created metrics to ensure ongoing governance of the CBO and implement a series of security frameworks and controls

Customer Benefits
- Client moved a critical application to Microsoft Azure and prepared the organization for the transition
- MVC enablement helped extend an initial environment in Azure for a critical application
- Created a consistent technical architecture
- Recommendations to develop an automated Continuous Delivery/Continuous Integration build pipeline on Azure and deploy additional automation and security capabilities

Case Study
Relevance
- Expertise to develop a secure Microsoft Azure infrastructure for migrations
- Working Cloud Business Office in preparation for full-scale migration
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